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Exit

The initiative EXIT-Germany was founded
in the year 2000.
We help individuals to leave extremist
movements.
EXIT-Germany is an initiative helping individuals who want to free
themselves from right-wing extremism and start a new life.
At the same time we engage the worldview and behaviour of right-wing
extremists. We rely on the values of individual freedom and dignity.
EXIT-Germany is one of the most experienced and successful programs in
de-radicalisation and exit-assistance. We were the first to start such an
endeavour in Germany and can look back to over a decade of practical
expertise and hundreds of individual cases.

What means Exit for us?
An Exit is completed for us after a critical reflection,
reassessment and successful challenge of the old
ideology took place. Exit means more to us than
just simply leaving a party or a group.
It is more than changing the aesthetics of
expression or to refrain from violence. An Exit is
successful after the basic ideologies and purposes
of the previous actions were resolved.

We support individuals who want to turn their
back on right-wing extremism and we help them to
leave the scene. We don’t exclude anyone but we are consequent and reject right-wing
extremist thinking and behaviour.
One can contact us via phone, e-mail, text message or letter.
We conduct personal dialogues and we also visit Dropouts in prisons if possible. If there
is any danger or threat of physical assault or persecution we help with our expertise and
contacts. We work together with Dropouts to resolve their old worldviews and to reassess
their past including any committed crimes. We also help to develop new skills and insights
by strengthening everything that promotes one’s life and assist with recognizing the things
that didn’t pay off. We give advice and show possibilities as well as boundaries. We work
together with the Dropout to recreate personal relationships and reorient in everyday life,
like in school or at work. We help to seize the chance of a new start.

Counsel
We counsel families affected by right-wing extremism and analyse critical situations. We create new
scenarios to make opportunities available and to resolve helplessness and fear. Likewise
we help to dissolve family members from the scene. We establish contacts to former
right-wing extremists and accompany the process to motivate right-wing adolescents to
avoid or leave the movement. We help to facilitate discussions with people who bear
original experience from dictatorships. We counsel teachers, policemen, institutions,
individuals and anyone who is in need of advice.
Our counsel is customised and discreet case-related and connected to many experienced and competent partners.

Research

We offer many unique opportunities for research
and education. We facilitate interviews with former
right-wing extremists, we hold one of the largest archives of primary data on right-wing
extremism (containing hundreds of interviews, many hours of video and audio material,
pictures and primary literature) in Germany and we have experience in coaching
institutions and communities in creating individual solutions for de-radicalisation projects,
dropout programs and anti-extremism strategies. We conduct individual analysis and our
team of experienced case managers and researchers together with our international
network of practical and research institutions makes us a competent partner for your
research enterprise. Also a unique feature of EXIT-Germany’s structure is the “Workshop
of Former Right-Wing Extremists” – Dropouts who assist us with our research and our
practical solutions using their one-of-a-kind insights and knowledge.
If you are interested in detailed offers and conditions don’t hesitate to contact us:
info@exit-deutschland.de
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